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Now available in board book, this dreamy little book is like a hug and a kiss goodnight. Reassuring

and loving, it's sure to become a favorite part of every child's bedtime ritual.
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I have a slightly different version of this book - it has a picture of a little boy hugging the moon

instead of the boy and his mother on the cover. It is a sweet bedtime ritual, with just the right

amount of text on each page in a flowing rhyme style that children will soon learn off by heart. I

would recommend this book for children 2 - 6 years of age, especially children with fears of the dark

or monsters or of just being alone at bedtime. I was very impressed with the cover of this book,

there is no dust jacket to get torn and neither is it made of cardboard that would soon get creased

with use. The poem ends with the promise of "...and I'll see you in the morning".

This is such a loving and comforting story about how you will always be there to protect your little

one as they sleep through the night. The rhymes are good, the illustrations are soft and reassuring,

just like the words themselves. I read this with my two year old and we both enjoy it together

immensely.

This book is a staple in our home before bedtime. It's such a sweet story to reassure your little one



that night time isn't scary and you're not far away if they need you. I love the illustrations and

sing-song language.

I can't speak for if my baby likes it, he hasn't yet shown preference to any one of his books but I do!

I enjoy reading it to him, it has a good flow and sweet message and the pictures are what I was

looking for: dreamy, dark, interesting and unique.

I bought this book when I had my first child and I read it to her every single night. I am now doing

the same with my second. Its so beautifully written, without the typical child-like writing, but also

without sounding too "grown up". I love the message that it sends about night being a time for

peaceful rest, the moon and stars being your friends to keep you safe, and that mom is just steps

away if you need me. The illustration is soft and beautiful. Love love love this book, always give it as

a gift now at baby showers and I know this will be one that makes me cherish the memories of

reading it to my little ones.

I absolutely love this book! It is part of our bedtime routine - always the last one to be read. I love

the sweet message of reassurance, particularly the phrase, "I'll be here if you need me, I'm only

steps away". The font is unique and seems to interest my little one! The illustrations are whimsical

and interesting. A great book that is not so popular that everyone has it - I'll be using it for baby gifts

from now on!

We really love this book and have been reading it to our daughter since she was born (she's now 2).

It is a very sweet bedtime book that imparts a warm feeling about bedtime and how the parent is

nearby if the child needs her... One of my favorite lines, "Don't be afraid of darkness. Don't be afraid

my sweet; the night is just a blanket that helps the earth to sleep." Adorable illustrations, too...I have

bought it for 3 of my friends' children as well and everyone loves it!

Disclaimer: I am a Creative Director, so I tend to be hyper-critical of book illustrations. That said, I

truly loved this everything about this one.PROS:â€¢ Sweet, tender story that calms any nighttime

worries by letting your child know that Mommy or Daddy is only steps away.â€¢ Paints darkness and

night time noises in a very creative way (e.g. "The darkness is a blanket that helps the earth to

sleep")â€¢ Beautiful, fanciful illustrationsâ€¢ Cadence of the story makes it a very smooth readâ€¢

Very durable board pages that can stand up to repeated reads by a toddlerâ€¢ Perfect size for little



handsCONS:â€¢ I didn't buy it sooner :)
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